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Abstract: foot over, which is defined as the bridge that is constructed for pedestrian crossing purposes. The detail and 
preliminary survey were performed before any design began. The majority of mass movement analysis is performed for live load 
purposes. The load are considered for design is live load, dead load, wind load , seismic load for design. The design of the foot 
over bridge was done with mostly software from Staad Pro. The methodology accepted mostly for design is modeling, defining 
and assigning material and sectional properties, putting boundary conditions in place, applying loading, analysis and design, 
interpretation results, and conclusions. The conclusion that the Staad Pro software is mostly claimed to be easy to use and 
simpler than other. The wind load has a reduced effect on the bridge by giving a large opening. The cable material is mostly 
suitable for the foot-over bridge. A detailed analysis is required to know the exact live load calculation. The steel truss bridge is 
mostly used for foot-over bridges. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 
The river, valley, or railway needs a bridge, whose function is the movement of any pedestrian or vehicle from one place to another. 
A bridge contains two types of bridges, which are foot-over bridges and vehicular bridges. The foot-over bridge is constructed to 
cross pedestrians, and the vehicular bridge is for vehicle reasons. The best example of a temporary foot-over bridge is the Ram-Setu 
Bridge [23]. The bridge consumes the superstructure and substructure [14]. The foot-over bridge is also called a pedestrian overpass 
bridge, and it is used for not only pedestrian purposes but also for crossing by bicycle or animal [22].  Sometimes called the 
Skywalk Bridge. There are four types of foot-over bridges available: clapper bridges, zigzag bridges, simple bridges, and simple 
suspension bridges, and according to material, timber, concrete, and steel bridges [5]. Sometimes it is necessary to cross the road 
above it in order to avoid disturbing traffic. There are other reasons, too, like safety [4]. The steel bridge is mostly used for foot-over 
bridges due to its suitable material. Before any design of bridge, it needs a survey for the mass movement from one place to another 
for the live load idea.[7]. 
Foot-over bridges (FOBs) are vital infrastructural elements designed to ensure pedestrian safety and facilitate smooth movement 
across busy roads or intersections. Typically constructed at strategic locations such as near railway stations, bus stops, or areas with 
high foot traffic, FOBs serve as elevated walkways, allowing people to traverse safely above vehicular traffic. Engineers and 
architects assess factors like foot traffic volume, surrounding area, and structural feasibility before designing FOBs. Typically 
constructed with steel, concrete, or a combination of both, FOBs come in various designs and sizes.  
This review paper mentions dealing with the design and analysis of a foot-over bridge by using software. This paper helps to gain 
knowledge about the material used in Bridge, how to get the live load, which loads are mostly considered, which software is used, 
and their procedure. 

 
II.      METHODOLOGY 

1) Defining Scope and Objectives: Choose which particular areas of analysis and design to concentrate on.  
2) Search Strategy Development: Determine pertinent search strings, keywords, and databases. 
3) Literature Search: Use specific databases and keywords to perform thorough searches. 
4) Screening and Selection: Examine and choose articles that are pertinent to the subject of the study.  
5) Data Extraction: Take important details (e.g., methods, findings) out of chosen publications. 
6) Critical Assessment: Consider the reliability and caliber of the chosen literature. 
7) Synthesis and Analysis: Arrange and evaluate the data that was taken from the chosen publications. 
8) Report Writing: Provide an overview of the results, note any gaps or trends, and draw conclusions. 
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9) Citation and Referencing: Make sure the reviewed material is properly referenced and cited. 
 

III.      LITERATURE REVIEW’S 
 Limje Mayur et al. [2019], The author performed bridge design for pedestrian reasons by using steel trusses. In this bridge design, 
the authors studied the mass movement of the bridge and how many people can cross that location to get knowledge of the live load. 
This bridge is located near the station in Surat. The top elevation of the bridge looks like a C shape. The bridge is designed for dead 
load and live load only, considering a value of 5 KN per square meter for live load. The Staad Pro software is used for analysis 
purposes. The steel design uses IS 800-2007. The load passes from the deck slab to the steel truss, then from the column to the 
footing. The author concluded that all checks are safe during design and by using software. [4] 
Aishwarya Kulkarni et al. [2016], This analysis is only based on the material used for the design of the bridge, especially the foot-
over bridge. The paper mentions different types of materials used in design. The steel, timber, concrete, and cables mentioned are 
used mostly in bridge design. The design software used for Staad Pro and by using this software analysis for material suitability. The 
analysis was also performed with the finite element method. The author concluded that cable material is a better and more suitable 
material for a bridge than other materials. [5] 
Rahul Kapse et al. [2023], This paper mentions the design of a foot-over bridge using Staad Pro software. The design is performed 
with the use of an analysis of accidental loads as well as the intensity of traffic influenced during the working of the bridge. The 
methods they follow are: prepare the model, select the loading and material, investigate the model, interpret the result for a 3-D 
model, check for dynamic conditions and requirements of ISO, and determine the life span of the design. [6] 
Akhilesh Kumar Maurya [2015], This paper is related to the foot-over bridge. The analysis of pedestrians passing over the bridge. 
The authors deal with how many people and what age of people are crossing the bridge at what speed, and they also study what 
gender is mostly crossing the bridge with and without luggage. This study is only for the live load perspective. To know mass flow 
with time, their speed, and density during the crossing. The author calculated the kurtosis, skewness, t-stat, and R*2 values with the 
help of graph plotting, and the graph is plotted for the relation between flow, speed, and density. The observation is that younger and 
older pedestrians move more quickly and more slowly, respectively, than the average older pedestrians, who walk 9% slower than 
the average walking speed, whereas younger pedestrians walk 1% faster, and middle-aged pedestrians travel at a speed that is 
virtually similar to the normal walking speed. On FOB, females walk 12% more slowly than guys do. [7] 
 Umesh Rajeshirke [2013], This paper mentions the design of the present bridge, which is situated in Navi Mumbai, Kharghar. IIT 
Bombay did the survey for the design. The design of a bridge is based on Its life span, safety, and economy. The life span of the 
bridge is designed for 20 years. The various cases for load are considered to be two-span loaded, one-span loaded, and half-span 
loaded. The design of the bridge for dynamic conditions, dead load, and live load. The bridge is designed using seismic conditions, 
and they studied the behavior of the bridge against seismic The conclusion is that these bridges have the purpose of transiting 
pedestrians, and their design has 1.02% of a peak acceleration considered for the dynamic resistance. [15] 
Mallikarjun I Pattanshetti et al. [2022], This paper is mentioned for the design of a foot-over bridge with the help of Staad-Pro 
software for dynamic conditions.  
They specially considered the live load, dead load, wind load, and seismic load. The design methodologies accepted are a 
preliminary survey and a detailed survey, a review paper study, setting the objectives, scopes, and needs for research purposes, 
Defined the properties in software, ensuring the material and section properties, analysis and design, result interpretation, and 
conclusions.  
The author concluded that the opening is a must in design for the relief of wind loads. (16) 
Dr. Vinayak Vaidya [2023], This paper is regarding the design of a bridge for pedestrian purposes using Staad Pro. The bridge is 
located in an urban area. The dead load and live load are only used for design. The design methodology accepted by the author is a 
survey for design, selecting the geometry for the bridge, a ready model, applying loading and its combinations, analysis, and design. 
They concluded that this design fits urban locations, and all checks are okay. [19] 
Rajesh [2017], This paper mentions the design of a bridge for pedestrian purposes by using Staad Pro software. The span of the 
bridge is 28 meters.  
The design methodology accepted is that of collecting data, studying literature, surveying, choosing a location for the bridge type, 
modeling, applying loads, analyzing, and designing. The load shifted from the truss to the gangway, from the column to the footing. 
The outcome demonstrates that every member—aside from Gangway—is cast by the ISA section and the ISMB section for 
Gangway. They came to the conclusion that the design is secure and all checks are okay. 
 [20 
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IV.      CONCLUSIONS 
This study mentions the design and analysis of foot-over bridges, how to calculate the live load by analysis of mass movement, 
which materials are available for design, and their suitability. This review paper has scopes where the design and analysis of bridges 
are done by using the software, which is Staad Pro, materials study for bridges, and how to calculate the live load. 
This is the following assumption made by going through literature reviews: 
1) The Staad Pro software is mostly claimed to be easy to use and simpler than others. 
2) The wind load has a reduced effect on the bridge by giving it a large opening. 
3) The cable material is mostly suitable for the foot-over bridge. 
4) A detailed analysis is required to know the exact live load calculation.    
5) The steel truss bridge is mostly used for foot-over bridges. 
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